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One Word Gaps 
 
In the following sentences there are gaps. Each gap should be filled with ONE word.  
The word should make sense in the context and fit in grammatically. Remember to check 
your spelling. 

 
 
 

1 I had been working hard and the doctor told me I had to take it 

   for a while. 

 

2 The first act was so boring that I could hardly   my eyes 
open. 

 

3 We had planned to send our son abroad for a year but now we’re having second  

   about it. 

 

4 We tried hard to reach an agreement, but all our efforts were in  . 

 

5 The service at the store was bad so we wrote a letter of    
to the management. 

 

6 Many people avoid saving money in banks because of the low rate of . 

 

7 The manager said he won’t employ me because I   
experience. 
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8 The train had gone and there was no bus. So there was nothing for it 

   to take a taxi. 

 

9 The writers of the report stressed that hard core criminal offenders should be 

severely   with. 

 

10-11 The survey found that 75 per cent were in favour of national ID cards  

while 17 per cent said they were    them. Eight per cent 

expressed no  . 
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Ord med stavfel som bedöms göra orden 
obegripliga eller leda till missförstånd för en 
engelskspråkig person ger 0 poäng. Rätta/
accepterade svar som innehåller stavfel ger 
1 poäng. Ett avdrag för antal felstavade ord 
görs från slutsumman med högst 2 poäng 
enligt rutan till höger:

 Antal fel- Poängavdrag
 stavade ord från slutsumman
 1-2 0
 3-4 1
 5- 2 (maxavdrag)

One Word Gaps 11 poäng

 

1 poäng Acc 0 poäng

1 easy

2 keep hold

3 thoughts thought

4 vain

5 complaint

6 interest

7 lack need miss

8 but than

9 dealt

10 against

11 opinion views
 

Bedömningsanvisning


